4060 PROTECT-IT
Liquid Spray Mask
BE GREAT! . . . . BE DISTINCTIVE!

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Description:
PROTECT-IT is a sprayable, protective liquid that dries to a film
resistant to paint overspray, rustproofing, and undercoating. PROTECT-IT is safe on
all OE and aftermarket paint finishes. PROTECT-IT dissolves easily with water for a
quick and clean removal.


Features:
 Easy to apply, easy to remove
 Dries to a firm protective coating
 Ready-to-use formulation



Benefits:
 Rinses quickly with just water
 Protects from overspray
 No messy mixing required



Use for:
 Protecting from paint overspray
 Use to protect painted surfaces during undercoating application
 Paint booth protective covering.



How to use:
 Consult MSDS for complete safety information before using
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PROTECT-IT is applied best with a gravity feed hand held gun. A conventional siphon
gun or undercoat gun can also be used.
Apply PROTECT-IT as a continuous coating with no voids on the surface to be protected.
PROTECT-IT should be dry before subjecting to paint over spray. Air movement and/ or
heat will speed drying time. Typical dry time is 15 – 20 minutes.
Mask adjoining areas around panels to be painted with 18” paper. This prevents solid
coats of paint from sealing PROTECT-IT onto the car. (PROTECT-IT is designed to
protect against over spray, not solid coats of paint.)
To remove, simply loosen film with water. (Warm works quicker.) Wash the vehicle
using a wash mitt to ensure all traces are removed.

Tech Tip:
 PROTECT-IT may be applied to any non-porous surface such as paint, plastic, glass
and aluminum including vinyl tops (not cloth), wheels and tires, wheel wells, engine
compartments, and engines (do not let engines get hot with coating on) .

 Order by these numbers:
40603 quart
40604 gallon
40605 5 gallon pl
4060S 5 gallon sq
40606 30 gallon
40607 55 gallon drum
4060P Product Information Sheet

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL DETAILERS AND CAR WASH OPERATORS WORLDWIDE
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